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Differences in Mouse and Human Nonmemory B Cell Pools

Abigail Benitez,*† Abby J. Weldon,*† Lynnette Tatosyan,‡ Vani Velkuru,‡ Steve Lee,‡ Terry-Ann Milford,*† Olivia L. Francis,‡ Sheri Hsu,‡ Kavoos Nazeri,‡ Carlos M. Casiano,‡ Rebekah Schneider,‡ Jennifer Gonzalez,‡ Rui-Jun Su,‡+,§ Ineavely Baez,‡+,§ Keith Colburn,‡ Ioana Moldovan,‡ and Kimberly J. Payne ‡+,§

Identifying cross-species similarities and differences in immune development and function is critical for maximizing the translational potential of animal models. Coexpression of CD21 and CD24 distinguishes transitional and mature B cell subsets in mice. In this study, we validate these markers for identifying analogous subsets in humans and use them to compare the nonmemory B cell pools in mice and humans, across tissues, and during fetal/neonatal and adult life. Among human CD19+IgM+ B cells, the CD21/CD24 schema identifies distinct populations that correspond to transitional 1 (T1), transitional 2 (T2), follicular mature, and marginal zone subsets identified in mice. Markers specific to human B cell development validate the identity of marginal zone cells and the maturation status of human CD21/CD24 nonmemory B cell subsets. A comparison of the nonmemory B cell pools in bone marrow, blood, and spleen in mice and humans shows that transitional B cells comprise a much smaller fraction in adult humans than mice. T1 cells are a major contributor to the nonmemory B cell pool in mouse bone marrow, in which their frequency is more than twice that in humans. Conversely, in spleen, the T1:T2 ratio shows that T2 cells are proportionally ~8-fold higher in humans than in mice. Despite the relatively small contribution of transitional B cells to the human nonmemory pool, the number of naive follicular mature cells produced per transitional B cell is 3- to 6-fold higher across tissues than in mice. These data suggest differing dynamics or mechanisms produce the nonmemory B cell compartments in mice and humans. The Journal of Immunology, 2014, 192: 4610–4619.

The mouse and other animal models provide important insights into human B cell development and disease (1, 2). Murine data show that B lineage–committed progenitors arise from hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow (BM) and transit a series of developmentally sequential stages to produce immature B cells expressing surface IgM (3, 4). Immature B cells pass through the transitional 1 (T1) and transitional 2 (T2) stages and then develop into naive follicular mature (FM) or marginal zone (MZ) B cells as they leave the BM, travel through the periphery, and move into the spleen and other secondary lymphoid tissues (5–7). Differentiation from T1 to T2 and subsequently to FM and MZ B cells in the mouse is believed to occur mostly in the spleen. Developing B cells that are autoreactive undergo negative selection following BCR stimulation in the BM or the periphery (3, 6). Survival of transitional B cells during negative selection depends on interplay between signals mediated by the BCR and the receptor for BAFF (8–12). Mature B cells that are activated by BCR stimulation, together with appropriate costimulatory signals, differentiate into Ab-producing plasma cells, as well as memory B cells, that together with nonmemory B cells form the B cell pool (13, 14).

Comparative studies of mouse and human B cell development have focused on B cell precursor populations and activated B cells, whereas cross-species comparisons of the nonmemory B cell pools are lacking (15). Identifying differences in the nonmemory B cell pools is important for understanding the differences in mechanisms that contribute to B cell homeostasis in the two species and in translating information obtained from mouse models to studies of human disease. Murine disease models remain our major source of mechanistic data for human disease processes that arise due to defects in negative selection and B cell homeostasis (3, 16, 17). However, the clinical application of murine data is limited because multiple schema are used to identify transitional and mature B cells in mice (5, 8, 16, 18–20) and humans (21–26), and many of these are based on species-specific markers (Supplemental Table I). A system of common markers that can be used to identify transitional and mature B cell subsets across tissues in mice and humans has yet to be developed.

In this study, we show that coexpression of CD21 and CD24 can be used to identify analogous subsets of CD19+IgM+ B cells in mice and humans. These markers allow the identification of T1, T2, and FM B cells in multiple hematopoietic tissues during fetal/neonatal and adult life in both species. Unlike other schema that are used to distinguish human transitional and FM B cells, these markers also allow MZ B cells in the human spleen to be identified. Using the CD21/CD24 schema and strict gating criteria to exclude memory B cells, we compared the contribution of tran-
tional and naive mature cells to the B cell pools in adult humans and mice. When compared with mice, our data show that human transitional B cells are reduced in the non-memory B cell pool across tissues. Despite the relatively small contribution of transitional B cells to the nonmemory B cell pool, they give rise to a proportionally much larger naive FM B cell compartment (3- to 6-fold increased across tissues) than those in the mouse. These data suggest that differences in the dynamics or mechanisms involved in B cell production are required to produce the proportionally larger FM compartment observed in humans as compared with mice.

Materials and Methods

Sample procurement and cell preparation

**Mouse tissues.** Male BALB/c mice, between 3 and 6 mo of age (Charles River Laboratories, Boston, MA), and adult female C3H/HeN (Harlan) nonpregnant mice were used for adult mouse studies. Spleens from fetuses of gestational age 18 d were isolated from pregnant female C3H/HeN mice. The use of animals was approved by the Institutional Animal Care Use Committee at Loma Linda University. BM cells were flushed from the femurs with 1 ml sterile PBS (Cellgro, Manassas, VA). Peripheral blood (PB) from BALB/c mice was obtained from the hepatic portal vein. A citrate-phosphate-dextrose solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) anticoagulant was added to blood in a 1:4:10 ratio. PBMCs were isolated using RBC lysis buffer density gradient centrifugation. Ficoll-Hypaque (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) and then pressed through a 70 μm cell strainer (BD Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ) to create a single-cell suspension in PBS. Fetal mouse spleens were processed using the same method as adult spleens.

**Human tissues.** Cord blood (CB) was collected from the umbilical cord of full-term neonates following caesarian section. Fetal spleens, pregnancy age between 17 and 23 wk, were obtained from Advanced Bioscience Resources (Alameda, CA) or Novogenex Laboratories (Los Angeles, CA). PB from adult donors was obtained from Leuko-pak leukocyte filters (Fenwal Laboratories, Lake Zurich, IL) and donated by the Blood Processing and Quality Control Lifesystem (San Bernardino, CA). BM from adult male donors aged 20–35 y was purchased from All Cells (Emeryville, CA) or Lonza (Walkersville, MD). Adult spleens between the ages of 30 and 55 y of age were acquired from pathology specimens.

A citrate-phosphate-dextrose solution (Sigma-Aldrich) anticoagulant was added to blood in a 1:4:10 ratio. CB mononuclear cells were isolated using RBC lysis buffer density gradient centrifugation. Ficoll-Hypaque (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA) and/or RBC lysis density gradient centrifugation were used to isolate PBMCs from blood collected from filters (27). Spleens were processed using gentle MACS Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA) and then pressed through a 70 μm cell strainer (BD Falcon) to create a single-cell suspension in PBS. Fetal mouse spleens were processed as described above for adult spleen tissues. All human tissues were acquired and handled according to protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board at Loma Linda University.

Flow cytometry

For flow cytometry, cells were stained with mAbs in PBS with 1% BSA for 20 min in the dark at 4°C. Cells were subsequently washed and fixed with a 1% paraformaldehyde/PBS solution before analysis on BD FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Immunocytometry Systems, San Jose, CA) or MACS Quant Analyzer (Miltenyi Biotec). The anti-human Abs used were CD19 Pacific Blue, CD24 PE-Cy7, CD38 allophycocyanin, CD27 allophycocyanin-Cy7, CD21 FITC, and CD1c PE (all from BioLegend, San Diego, CA); CD5 PE, CD25 PE, CD23 PE, IgD PE, and IgE PE-Cy5 (all from BD Biosciences); and BAFF-R PE (eBioscience, San Diego, CA). The following anti-mouse Abs were used: CD24 Pacific Blue, CD21 FITC, CD23 PE, A2B5 PE, CD21 allophycocyanin, 5A- allophycocyanin-Cy7 (secondary Ab for IgD biotin staining). IgM PE-Cy7 (all from BioLegend), and IgD Biotin (eBioscience). Living cells were identified by forward scatter and side scatter gating and/or exclusion of 7-aminocoumarin-D (eBioscience) added immediately prior to data acquisition or fixation. Flow cytometry data analysis was performed using FlowJo data analysis software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR).

Statistical analysis

The number of patient or mouse samples assayed (biological replicates or sample size) is indicated by n values in figure legends. Statistical significance was evaluated using a Mann–Whitney U test for comparison of the mean values taken from B cell subsets from mice and human tissues. Differences in BAFF-R expression between B cell subsets were determined by paired t test. Values were considered significant if p < 0.05. Graphs and statistics of subset populations were derived using GraphPad Prism and Instat software (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA).

Results

**CD21 and CD24 coexpression identifies distinct B cell populations in human hematopoietic tissues**

Our first goal was to identify markers that define analogous populations of transitional and naive mature B cells in mice and humans. We evaluated multiple markers used to define these subsets in mice (Supplemental Table I) (5, 8, 16, 18–26) but focused our studies on CD21 and CD24 (18) because these markers are expressed on B cells in both species. In the mouse, CD21 and CD24 have been used to discriminate between transitional and mature splenic B cell subsets (Fig. 1A). These include TI, T2-intermediate, and FM B cells, as well as a subset that contains MZ B cells together with MZ precursor B cells (16, 18). To discriminate transitional B cells and the naive FM B cells from other B lineage cells, we gated CD19+ B cells that were IgM+ (Supplemental Fig. 1). This excludes B cell precursors in BM and class-switched B cells in all hematopoietic tissues (3, 7). Based on the reported phenotypes of the follicular type I and follicular type II B cell subsets described in the mouse (28, 29), the mouse FM cells gated using this strategy would include both of these populations.

First, we assessed mouse splenic CD19+IgM+ B cells for CD21/CD24 coexpression (Fig. 1B) and observed all the transitional and mature subsets described in previous studies (16, 18). We then evaluated whether distinct subsets of human CD19+IgM+ B cells could be identified by CD21 and CD24 coexpression. A distinct population of human B cells with the FM CD21/CD24 phenotype (CD24highCD21high) was observed in all tissues (Fig. 1C–E). CD21/CD24 subsets with the T1 (CD24highCD21low) or T2 (CD24highCD21int) phenotypes were easily detectable in PB and BM (Fig. 1D, 1E). Human CD19+IgM+ B cells with the CD21/CD24 MZ phenotype (CD24highCD21int) were only observed in the spleen (Fig. 1C).

**CD21/CD24 gating identifies MZ cells in human spleen**

Our assessment of human hematopoietic tissues showed the varying levels of CD21 expression (low, intermediate, and high) that have been used to distinguish B cell subsets in the mouse. Because previous studies indicate that high levels of CD21 are characteristic of murine MZ B cells (16, 19, 30), we wanted to confirm the identity of the splenic IgM+ human B cells in the CD21/CD24 MZ gate.

Human MZ B cells have been identified as CD1c+CD27high (21, 31–34). As shown in Fig. 2A, IgM+ splenic B cells that are CD1c+CD27high fall within the CD21/CD24 MZ gate, whereas the CD1c+CD27− cells display a phenotype consistent with FM B cells. Converse gating in Fig. 2B shows that human splenic B cells in the CD21/CD24 MZ gate are predominantly CD1c+CD27high, whereas cells in the FM gate show reduced coexpression of these molecules. Thus, the expression of CD1c in combination with CD27 on IgM+ B cells in the CD21/CD24 MZ gate provides evidence that CD21 and CD24 can be used to discriminate MZ lineage B cells in the human spleen. As an additional means of verifying the identity of human B cells in the CD21/CD24 MZ and FM gates, we evaluated expression of IgM and IgD. Human MZ B cells are IgMhighIgDlow, whereas FM B cells show lower levels of IgM and higher levels of IgD (31, 34). As shown in Fig. 2C, CD19+IgM+ human splenic B cells in the MZ gate express higher levels of IgM and lower levels of IgD, as compared with those in the FM gate.
The coexpression of CD24 and CD38 has been used to distinguish mature B cells from transitional and memory B cells in human studies (22, 23, 25, 26, 35, 36). We compared the ability of CD24/CD38 and the CD21/CD24 schema to discriminate human FM and MZ cells in combination with CD27. First, to eliminate the majority of memory B cells (including MZ B cells), we gated on CD19 +IgM+CD27 - human splenic B cells. The remaining B cells in the spleen form a homogeneous population that falls within the mature CD24/CD38 B cell gate (Fig. 2D, left panel). When the CD24/CD38 mature population was gated and evaluated for CD21/CD24 coexpression, a distinct FM population was observed, as well as B cells expressing the high level of CD21 that is characteristic of MZ cells. Thus, coexpression of CD21 and CD24, as compared with CD24 and CD38, allows splenic MZ B cells to be more stringently distinguished from FM B cells. Taken together, the above data demonstrate that markers commonly used to distinguish human MZ and FM B cells support the use of CD21/CD24 coexpression to identify FM and MZ cells in human spleen.

Human-specific developmental markers confirm the maturation status of CD21/CD24 subsets

Memory B cells make up ~40% of the B cell pool in adult humans, but <5% in adult mice (14, 37). Given the large percentage of memory B cells in humans, as compared with mice (14, 37), we developed a stringent gating strategy to exclude human memory B cells prior to assessing the developmental status of immature and naive B cells identified using the CD21/24 schema (14, 38, 39). In PB and BM, human memory B cells have classically been

**FIGURE 1.** CD21 and CD24 coexpression identifies distinct subsets of B cells in mouse and human tissues. (A) Diagram of gating strategy to exclude B cell precursors and class-switched memory B cells prior to B cell subset identification using coexpression of CD21 and CD24. Identified are T1, T2, naive FM, and MZ plus MZ precursor subsets. (B–E) Mononuclear cells from indicated BALB/c mouse and human tissues (spleen, PB, and BM) were stained for flow cytometry to detect CD19, IgM, CD21, and CD24. CD19+IgM+ cells falling in lymphocyte light scatter were gated, and B cell subsets as diagrammed in (A) were gated. Data shown are representative of mouse spleen, n = 4; human spleen, n = 4; human PB, n = 33; human BM, n = 10.

**FIGURE 2.** CD1c and CD27 coexpression validate the identity of the CD21/CD24 MZ subset in human spleen. Human splenic cells were costained for flow cytometry to detect CD19, IgM, CD24, CD21, and indicated markers. CD19+IgM+ cells falling in lymphocyte light scatter were gated. (A) Coexpression of CD1c and CD27 was plotted (left panel). CD1c +CD27 + and CD1c +CD27 - populations were gated, and their distribution with respect to CD21/CD24 subsets was plotted (right panels). (B) CD19+IgM+ cells were gated into CD21/CD24 subsets (left panel). Coexpression of CD1c and CD27 in the CD21 CD24 MZ (top right panel) and FM (bottom right panel) subsets is shown. (C) CD19+IgM+ cells were gated into CD21/CD24 subsets, and expression of IgM and IgD in the MZ and FM subsets is shown in histograms. (D) CD24 and CD38 coexpression in gated CD19+IgM+CD27 - cells was plotted. Gates for memory, transitional, and mature B cell subsets based on the CD24/CD38 identification schema are shown (left panel). Cells in the mature subset were gated, and their distribution with respect to CD21/CD24 subsets was plotted (right panels). Data shown are representative of n = 4 adult human spleens.
identified based on their expression of CD27. However, recent reports suggest that not all IgM+ memory B cells express CD27 (38, 39). Therefore, we used expression of CD27 together with strategies based on CD24/CD38 coexpression to exclude memory B cells. PB and BM cells were costained with CD27, CD38, CD24, CD21, IgM, and CD19. To exclude CD27+ memory B cells, IgM+CD27− cells were gated (Fig. 3A, top panel). Then, coexpression of CD24 and CD38 was plotted and gates were drawn to exclude the CD24/CD38 memory B cells (Fig. 3A, bottom panel). The application of this gating strategy allowed us to identify non-memory human B cells so that we could evaluate the maturation status of CD21/CD24 subsets using a panel of human-specific developmental markers. In human B cells, CD24 and CD38 are developmentally regulated with increased levels of these markers correlating with immaturity (22, 25, 26, 35). To verify the maturation status of human CD21/CD24 B cell subsets, we evaluated CD24/CD38 coexpression in human hematopoietic tissues. Human PB and BM were costained for flow cytometry and gated, as shown in Fig. 3A. To determine whether B cell subsets identified based on coexpression of CD24 and CD38 supported the developmental status predicted by the mouse markers (CD21/CD24), each of the gated CD24/CD38 transitional and mature subsets (Fig. 3B, 3C, left panel) was evaluated for CD21/CD24 coexpression (Fig. 3B, 3C, right panels). Cells in the CD24/CD38 transitional B cell gate are distributed within the CD21/CD24 T1 and T2 gates (Fig. 3B, 3C, top right panels), whereas cells in the CD24/CD38 mature gate fall exclusively in the CD21/CD24 FM gate (Fig. 3B, 3C, bottom right panel). This distribution supports the developmentally immature status of T1 and T2 phenotypes based on coexpression of CD21 and CD24. Human transitional cells identified by CD24 and CD38 coexpression fall within both the CD21/CD24 T1 and T2 gates. Further analysis was required to determine whether cells in the CD21/CD24 T2 gate represent a more mature B cell population than those in the T1 gate. Expression of the human-specific developmental markers, CD10 and CD5, as well as CD38, has been used to distinguish between transitional and mature subsets in human CD19+ B cells (22–26, 35, 40, 41). Each of these markers is expressed at higher levels in the most immature IgM+ cells, and their expression progressively declines during maturation of B cells in adults (36, 41). We evaluated expression levels of these markers in CD21/CD24 subsets to confirm maturation status. PB and BM cells were stained for coexpression of CD21, CD24, CD38, CD27, CD10, CD5, IgM, and CD19 and gated into CD21/CD24 subsets, excluding memory B cells, as shown in Fig. 3A. Histograms of developmental marker expression in CD21/CD24

**FIGURE 3.** Human markers validate the developmental status of B cell subsets identified by CD21 and CD24 coexpression. (A) Diagram of gating strategy to exclude both CD27+ and CD27− IgM+ memory B cells in human tissues. (B and C) PB and BM cells were costained for flow cytometry to detect IgM, CD27, CD38, CD24, and CD21. IgM+CD27− cells in lymphocyte light scatter were gated as shown to identify memory, transitional, and mature B cell subsets based on CD24/CD38 expression, as shown (left panel). Cells in the mature and transitional subsets were gated, and their distribution with respect to CD21/CD24 subsets is shown (right panels). (D) IgM+CD27− cells in the CD24/CD38 nonmemory gate [dashed oval in (A)] were gated into CD21/CD24 subsets and evaluated for CD38, CD10, and CD5 expression. Data shown are representative of n = 27 adult human PB and n = 10 adult human BM.
subsets are shown in Fig. 3D. The marked decrease in CD10 and CD38 expression between T1 and T2 subsets provides evidence that the T1 subset is more immature than the T2 subset. This is also supported by a similar decrease in CD5 expression that is most clearly observed in PB. The lack of CD10 and CD5 expression in cells within the CD21/CD24 FM gate in human PB and BM (Fig. 3D) as well as spleen (data not shown) provides additional evidence that CD21/CD24 costaining can be used to distinguish transitional and mature naive human B cells. Taken together, these data indicate that, in humans, as in mice, CD21/CD24 costaining can be used to identify developmentally sequential populations of transitional and mature naive B cells, as well as a population that contains MZ cells in the spleen.

Patterns of differential BAFF-R expression are similar in mouse and human CD21/CD24 subsets

BAFF provides survival, differentiation, and growth signals that play a major role in the maintenance of the normal B cell pool (42–44). Differences in the levels of BAFF-R expression in different B cell subsets are believed to provide one mechanism for differential BAFF responses during the negative selection process (44). Studies in the mouse have shown that BAFF-R is reduced in T1 cells as compared with later stages of B cell development (12, 45). Data obtained using human-specific markers to identify developmental subsets suggest that this is also the case in humans (23, 25, 26, 36). In this study, we compared BAFF-R expression in analogous B cell subsets in mouse and human tissues identified using the CD21/CD24 schema.

Nonmemory B cells from mouse and human spleen, PB, and BM were gated into CD21/CD24 subsets, as described in Fig. 3A. For the evaluation of MZ cells in human spleen, IgM⁺CD27⁻ cells were included. Median fluorescence intensity of BAFF-R staining is shown in Fig. 4. These data show that the pattern of BAFF-R expression is similar in mouse and human B cell subsets, identified based on CD21/CD24 coexpression. Consistent with previous reports in mice and humans (12, 23, 25, 26, 36, 45), we found that BAFF-R expression is lower in T1 cells and increases with maturation. These data establish that conclusions drawn from the previously reported patterns of differential levels of BAFF-R expression are applicable to B cell populations compared across species in mice and humans when markers common to both species are used to identify developmental subsets of B cells.

CD21/CD24 costaining identifies developmental subsets of human B cells in fetal/neonatal tissues

In the experiments described above, we established the validity of CD21 and CD24 costaining for the identification of developmental subsets of immature B cells and for distinguishing FM and MZ B cells in adult human tissues. Next, we wanted to determine whether CD21/CD24 costaining can be used to identify developmental subsets at early points in life and thus provide a tool for comparing the timeline for emergence of mature B cells in mice and humans.

We first determined whether CD21/CD24 could be used to identify distinct B cell subsets present in human neonatal blood and fetal spleen. Populations corresponding to T1, T2, and FM were observable in both neonatal blood (umbilical CB) (Fig. 5A) and fetal spleen (Fig. 5B).

To verify the maturation status of these subsets, we evaluated the expression of the human-specific developmental markers CD38, CD10, and CD5. B cells in CD21/CD24 subsets present in CB (Fig. 5D) and fetal spleen (Fig. 5E) show a progressive decline in the expression of CD38 and CD10 in the T1, T2, and FM subsets, respectively, similar to that observed in adult PB and BM. All of the CD21/CD24 B cell subsets in human CB and spleen show at least low levels of CD5, regardless of maturation status (Fig. 5D, 5E). This is consistent with previous reports of CD5 expression on human fetal/neonatal B cells (23, 24, 46, 47). These results provide evidence that the CD21/CD24 schema can be used to identify developmental subsets of human transitional and mature B cells in fetal/neonatal tissue, as well as adult tissue.

By midgestation, the B cell pool in humans, but not mice, includes mature B cell subsets

The period of fetal development is considerably longer in humans than in mice (~266 d versus 20 d) (48, 49). To determine whether this disparity impacts the composition of the B cell pool prior to birth, we used the CD21/24 schema to identify the B cell subsets present in human and mouse fetal spleens (Fig. 5B, 5C). The IgM⁺ cells in human fetal spleens obtained at approximately midgestation (18–23 wk, pregnancy age) included substantial populations of T1, T2, and FM B cells (Fig. 5G). In contrast, virtually all of the IgM⁺ cells in mouse fetal spleen (harvested 2 d prior to end of gestation, which occurs at 20 d) have a T1 phenotype (Fig. 5C, 5H). Consistent with the emergence of mature B cells in human fetal spleen prior to birth, the B cell pool in the circulating blood of human newborns (umbilical cord blood) shows a B cell pool comprised of primarily T2 and FM (Fig. 5F). In contrast, in
the mouse at a point ~90% of the way through gestation, T1 cells make up ~97% of splenic B cells (Fig. 5D, 5H). This is consistent with reports of murine neonatal B cell development that show that the splenic B cell pool consists primarily of T1 cells as late as 1 wk after birth (5). Thus, using the CD21/CD24 schema to identify analogous developmental subsets, we show that the human nonmemory B cell pool is comprised of T1, T2, and FM B cells well before birth, whereas the mouse B cell pool includes only T1 cells late in gestation.

Transitional B cells are reduced in the nonmemory B cell pool in humans as compared with mice

Comparisons of the nonmemory B cell pools in mice and humans have been limited, in part because obtaining splenic tissue from human patients is challenging and PB has rarely been evaluated in the mouse. In this study, we compare the contribution of B cell subsets to the IgM+ nonmemory B cell pool in multiple tissues across species, using the CD21/CD24 schema to identify B cell subsets in spleen, PB, and BM from mice and humans (Fig. 6).

First, we compared B cell pools in adult spleen in mice and humans. To include MZ cells in our census of the splenic B cell pool in humans, CD21/CD24 gates were set on CD19+IgM+ cells gated without regard to CD27 expression (Fig. 6A). For the identification of human transitional and FM cells, memory B cells were excluded using the strategy diagrammed in Fig. 3. Data from the analyses of human MZ and nonmemory subsets were combined for comparison with CD21/CD24 subsets in the IgM+ splenic B cell pool in the mouse (Fig. 6D, 6G).

In both mice and humans, the splenic IgM+ B cell pool is comprised primarily of FM and MZ cells (Fig. 6D, 6G). Mouse spleen shows clear populations of T1 and T2 cells, although 5% of total IgM+ cells are T1 cells. In contrast, T1 cells are barely detectable in human spleen, whereas the contribution of T2 cells is less than half that observed in mouse (Fig. 6D, 6G). Thus, the major difference in the splenic nonmemory B cell pool in mice and humans is the reduced contribution of transitional B cells, primarily T1 cells, in humans.

Next, we used the CD21/CD24 schema to compare B cell subsets in the PB and BM from adult mice and humans (Fig. 6B, 6C). In contrast to the spleen in which mature B cells comprise most of the nonmemory pool, in mouse PB and BM, transitional B cells predominate (Fig. 6E, 6F, 6H, 6I). This was strikingly different from what we observed in human tissues in which transitional B cells comprised 30% or less of the nonmemory B cell pool in PB and BM (Fig. 6E, 6F, 6H, 6I). Thus, whereas transitional B cells formed the majority of cells in the nonmemory B cell pool in mouse PB and BM, in humans, transitional B cells comprised a much smaller fraction of the nonmemory B cell pool in these tissues, as they did in the spleen.

Production of FM B cells, per transitional B cell, is greater in humans than mice

To gain insights into differences in the dynamics of B cell production in mice and humans, we examined the relative proportions of T1, T2, and FM subsets in the nonmemory B cell pool across tissues in mice and humans (Table I). To facilitate comparisons...
across tissues, the MZ compartment was excluded from the IgM+B cell pool in the spleen. We used the ratio of FM to transitional B cells (T1 + T2 cells) as an indicator of the capacity for transitional B cells to give rise to naive FM B cells (Table I). In the mouse spleen, the ratio of FM B cells to transitional B cells was 3.7:1, whereas in human spleen it was 21.9:1. In mouse PB and BM, the ratio of FM to transitional B cells was \(0.6:1\). In human PB and BM, this ratio is much higher, 2.2:1 and 2.1:1, respectively. Taken together, these data show that across tissues the ratio of FM to transitional B cells is \(\sim3\)- to 6-fold higher in humans than mice (Table I). Our human data are consistent with previous reports that used human-specific markers to evaluate transitional B cell frequencies. Work by Cuss et al. (24) showed that the frequency of transitional B cells is much lower than that of naive mature cells and is reduced in the periphery and secondary lymphoid tissues as compared with BM. Thus, if the FM to transitional B cell ratio is used as an indicator of the capacity for transitional B cells to give rise to FM B cells, our data suggest that this capacity is much higher for human than mouse transitional B cells.

![Table I. Ratios of FM to transitional B cells in the nonmemory B cell pool across tissues in mice and humans](http://www.jimmunol.org/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset Ratio</th>
<th>Mouse (FM:T2:T1)</th>
<th>Human (FM:T2:T1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>15.9:3.3:1</td>
<td>577:25.4:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>3.2:7.4:1</td>
<td>15.3:6.0:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>0.7:0.2:1</td>
<td>2.7:0.3:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset Ratio</th>
<th>Mouse (FM:Transitional)</th>
<th>Human (FM:Transitional)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>3.7:1</td>
<td>21.9:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>0.4:1</td>
<td>2.2:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>0.6:1</td>
<td>2.1:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mouse:Human Ratio</th>
<th>Mouse (FM:Transitional) : Human (FM:Transitional)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>1:6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>1:5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>1:3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Differences in transitional subset predominance in mice and humans show tissue specificity

To gain further insights into the dynamics of naive B cell production in mice and humans, we used data obtained with the CD21/CD24 schema to compare the relative contribution of T1 and T2 cells to the nonmemory B cell pool and to the transitional B cell compartment across tissues in mice and humans (Fig. 6D–I). A comparison of T1 and T2 cell frequencies in the nonmemory B cell pool shows that, in the mouse, the contribution of T1 cells was the greatest in the BM. In this study, they comprised ~50% of the nonmemory B cell pool with progressively smaller contributions in PB and spleen (Fig. 6G–I). Although the frequency of human T1 cells was greater in BM than PB or spleen, T1 cells made up only ~25% of the BM nonmemory B cell pool (Fig. 6F, 6I) in humans. Murine T2 cells contribute most to the nonmemory B cell pool in PB, in which they comprise a majority of the cells (Fig. 6E, 6H). In human tissues, T2 cells are also most abundant in the PB nonmemory B cell pool; however, their frequency is about one-third of that observed in mouse. Our human data are consistent with a previous study that found that T2 cells, identified using human-specific markers, are most abundant in PB (26).

A comparison of the T1 to T2 ratios among transitional B cells in BM shows that T1 cells outnumbered T2 cells by 5:1 in the mouse, but only by 3:1 in humans (Table I). In PB, the ratio of T1 to T2 cells is similar in both species (~1:7). However, when mouse and human spleen are compared, we find that the ratio of T1 to T2 cells is 1:3.3 in mice versus 1:25.4 in humans (Table I). Thus, PB has the highest frequency of T2 cells in both mice and humans, but the relative proportion of T2 cells, as compared with T1 cells, is highest in the spleen, particularly in humans, in which this ratio is ~8-fold greater than in the mouse. Taken together, these data show a disparity between T1 to T2 cell ratios in mice and humans. Although ratios in the periphery are similar, the proportion of T1 cells is larger in mouse BM, whereas the proportion of T2 cells in the transitional B cell compartment is larger in human spleen.

Discussion

To facilitate translational studies of human B cell maturation, our first goal was to identify, from among the multiple murine and human schema, a set of common markers that could be used to identify analogous populations of immature and mature B cells across tissues and at different points in life in mice and humans. Such a tool could be used by basic science and clinical researchers to translate data from animal models to studies of human B cells and for developing and testing new hypotheses. To provide a foundation for such studies, our second goal was to use the CD21/CD24 schema to compare the composition of the nonmemory B cell pool across tissues in fetal/neonatal and adult B cell production in mice and humans.

We evaluated several candidate markers by flow cytometry for their conserved ability to identify analogous B cell subsets in mice and humans. CD21 emerged as a promising candidate based on its ability to identify functionally distinct subsets in both species. In human studies, CD21 expression was used by Suryani et al. (26) to subdivide immature B cells into two transitional populations. During B cell reconstitution in patients receiving hematopoietic stem cell transplants, they noted that B cells expressing lower levels of CD21 precede those expressing higher levels (26). In the mouse, CD21 together with CD24 had been used to identify T1 B cells, as well as a T2-intermediate population (designated T2 in this study) that gives rise to both FM and MZ precursors/MZ B cells—all identified based on CD21/CD24 coexpression (16, 18). In addition, rabbit T1 and T2 subsets had recently been identified based on CD21/CD24 coexpression patterns similar to those observed in mice (1), suggesting that CD21 expression in context of CD24 might be broadly conserved across species in B cell development. The above data suggested that CD21 had the potential to distinguish between developmentally sequential subsets of immature B cells, as well as FM and MZ B cells in humans. However, CD21 expression had not been evaluated in context of CD24 coexpression in humans, and its ability to identify analogous B cell subsets in mice and humans was unknown. In this study, we validate the use of CD21/CD24 coexpression to identify analogous B cell subsets in human hematopoietic tissues. Among human CD19*IgM+ B cells, we show that coexpression of CD21 and CD24 identifies distinct populations that correspond to the T1, T2, FM, and MZ subsets identified in the mouse (18).

Human B cells within the CD21/CD24 MZ gate were found exclusively in the spleen, and their identity was validated by coexpression of the human MZ lineage markers, CD1c and CD27. The ability to distinguish FM cells from cells that are MZ or MZ precursors in the human spleen (Fig. 2) is an advantage of the CD21/CD24 schema over other systems currently used in human studies (23, 50). Although mouse MZ B cells are restricted to the spleen, in humans MZ-like B cells (circulating IgM+ memory B cells that have similarities to MZ B cells) have been associated with other secondary lymphoid tissue, including tonsils, lymph nodes, and mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue (31, 34, 51). In addition, circulating CD1c+CD27+ cells have been observed in PB and are considered MZ-like cells (31, 34, 51). We found that the CD21/CD24 schema identifies a distinct population of CD21high MZ cells present in the human spleen but absent from PB (Fig. 1C, 1D). Nonsplenic MZ-like B cells have been described as CD21+ (34). However, consistent with data shown in previous reports (21, 24, 31, 34, 52), our studies indicate that these cells express the intermediate levels of CD21 that we observed for FM B cells in the spleen and all mature IgM+ B cells in the PB. It is possible that the splenic microenvironment is required for expression of the high levels of CD21 found on splenic MZ lineage B cells (52–54). Alternatively, it has been suggested that the diverse functional and phenotypic characteristics ascribed to MZ and MZ-like cells may be due to multiple MZ and MZ-like B cell lineages (51). The ability of the CD21/CD24 schema to identify immature transitional B cells as well as to distinguish FM and MZ B cells in mouse and human spleen will facilitate studies to define different pathways/lineages of human MZ and MZ-like B cell differentiation and the role of the spleen and other secondary lymphoid tissues in this process.

The maturation status of human CD21/CD24 nonmemory B cell subsets in multiple adult and fetal/neonatal tissues was verified using markers of maturation specific to human B cell development (22, 23). Our data provide evidence that the CD21/CD24 schema can be used to identify B cell subsets in multiple tissues and at different points in ontogeny across species (Figs. 3, 4). Data from clinical studies demonstrate that CD10 and CD38 are expressed at high levels on transitional B cells that first emerge in the periphery during B cell reconstitution following stem cell transplant (24, 26, 36) or B cell depletion therapy (25) and that expression of these markers decreases with differentiation to the mature B cell stage. Changes in expression of CD38 and CD10 verified the maturation status of human T1, T2, and FM cells identified based on CD21/CD24 in both adult (Fig. 3) and fetal/neonatal (Fig. 5) tissues.

Mouse studies indicate that BAFF functions as a growth stimulus, promoting the survival and proliferation of T2 but not T1 cells (6, 43). The differential effects of BAFF on murine T1 and T2 cells are due in part to differential BAFF-R expression during differentiation: T1 cells show reduced BAFF-R as compared with
T2 and mature B cells (7). In this study, we evaluated levels of BAFF-R expression in analogous subsets of human B cells identified using the CD21/CD24 schema. Consistent with previous mouse and human reports (12, 23, 25, 26, 36, 45), we found that BAFF-R is reduced on human T1 cells as compared with later stages in B cell development. However, unlike previous studies that used markers whose expression was mouse specific or human specific to identify B cell subsets, we assessed BAFF-R expression using common markers between the species.

The period of fetal development and adult life span are dramatically different in mice and humans (48, 49). To gain insights into the impact of life span on human versus mouse B lymphopoiesis, we used the CD21/CD24 schema to identify analogous populations of mouse and human B cell subsets at early points in life. We compared the composition of the nonmemory B cell pools during fetal/neonatal development in mice and humans. Our fetal data (Fig. 5) are consistent with previous studies showing the murine splenic B cell compartment is comprised primarily of T1 B cells as late as 1 wk postpartum (5) and that substantial populations of mature B cells are present in the human spleen midway through fetal development (33). Our data from human CB and adult mouse PB show that when humans first encounter pathogens at birth their nonmemory peripheral B cell pool is populated with T1, T2, and mature B cells (Fig. 5H) and that the distribution of B cell subsets within this pool is similar to that in adult mice (Fig. 6E). An interesting question is whether the mechanisms at work in the production and maintenance of the adult mouse B cell pool most closely model those at work in humans during adult life. We compared the composition of the nonmemory B cell pools during fetal/neonatal development in mice and humans. Our fetal data (Fig. 5) are consistent with previous studies showing the murine splenic B cell compartment is comprised primarily of T1 B cells as late as 1 wk postpartum (5) and that substantial populations of mature B cells are present in the human spleen midway through fetal development (33). Our data from human CB and adult mouse PB show that when humans first encounter pathogens at birth their nonmemory peripheral B cell pool is populated with T1, T2, and mature B cells (Fig. 5H) and that the distribution of B cell subsets within this pool is similar to that in adult mice (Fig. 6E). An interesting question is whether the mechanisms at work in the production and maintenance of the adult mouse B cell pool most closely model those at work in humans during adult life or during the fetal/neonatal period.

A comparison of the nonmemory B cell pool in adult mice and humans showed dramatic differences. In contrast to adult mice, in which transitional B cells predominate in the BM and PB, humans show a nonmemory B cell pool comprised of ~70% FM B cells, across tissues in BM, PB, and spleen. A comparison of T1:T2 ratios in the transitional B cell compartment in mice and humans shows that the proportion of T1 cells in BM is greater in the mouse than in humans. Conversely, the proportion of T2 cells, within the transitional B cell compartment, is larger in spleen in humans than in mice. Taken together, these data provide evidence that transitional B cells comprise a much smaller fraction of the overall human nonmemory B cell pool than in the mouse. Despite their low frequency, human transitional B cells give rise to a proportionally much larger naive B cell compartment than those in the mouse. These data suggest that the dynamics, and potentially the mechanisms, of new B cell production, negative selection, and homeostasis that act in concert to give rise to the nonmemory B cell pool present in mice and humans are different. The disparity in T1:T2 ratios in mice and humans suggests potential points in B cell development in which differing dynamics and/or mechanisms may be at work, as follows: 1) reduced de novo B cell production and/or increased negative selection among human T1 cells in the BM and/or spleen and 2) increased expansion at the human T2 stage in the spleen and/or periphery.

The production of new B cells declines during life (55), and, given the differing life spans in mice and humans, the extent of this decline may not be the same in both species (56). Given the similarity between B cell pools in fetal/neonatal humans and adult mice, it seems plausible that the progressive declines in lymphopoiesis that occur during life and the increased life span of humans compared with mice might be a contributing factor to the reduction in T1 cells that we observed in human BM as compared with mice (Fig. 6F, 6f).

The above findings raise the question of whether similar mechanisms are responsible for the survival and proliferation of transitional B cells to produce the FM and MZ of the nonmemory B cell pool. Whereas BAFF plays a critical role in mouse B cell homeostasis (6, 43), its role in human B cell development is less clear. BAFF levels are elevated in patients with autoreactive B cells (12), but biologics that target BAFF have been less effective in clinical trials than expected (12, 44), raising the question of whether additional mechanisms may be key players in the production of normal and autoimmune B cells in humans. It is interesting to note that normal serum BAFF levels in mouse are 10-fold higher (57) than those in humans (58), raising the question of whether factors other than BAFF may be more important in the production and maintenance of human B cells. In mice, recent studies suggest that factors other than BAFF may contribute to these processes (59–61), raising the possibility that they play a role in human B cell development as well. It is also possible that differences in other types of cells that interact with B cells, such as follicular dendritic cells (62), influence B cell differentiation and growth, leading to increased efficiency in the production of mature B cells from T1 cells in humans as compared with mice.

The implications of our data for the differences in mouse and human B cell production and homeostasis are striking if we consider that the reduced transitional B cell compartment in humans is able to give rise to a FM B cell compartment that is 3- to 6-fold expanded across tissues in humans as compared with mice. Even if the fundamental mechanisms responsible for B cell production and homeostasis are similar in mice and humans, at minimum a difference in the dynamics of these processes is needed to account for the difference in composition of the nonmemory B cell pool between mice and humans.

The data presented in this work provide a foundation for understanding how the production and maintenance of the B cell pool in humans are different from that in mice, and the CD21/CD24 schema provides an important new tool to address this question. This will be important for understanding B cell–mediated autoimmunity (63) and the reconstitution of B cells following stem cell transplant and radiation or chemotherapy. It will also be important for understanding mechanisms that regulate human B lymphopoiesis, an area of increasing importance because the use of B cell depletion therapies is becoming more prevalent in the treatment of B cell–mediated autoimmune disease and malignancy. The CD21/CD24 schema will facilitate the two-way flow of information from the bench to the clinic, allowing data obtained from murine disease models, as well as transgenic and knockout mice, to be directly related to analogous human B cell populations identified in patient samples. The ability to isolate B cell subsets from patient samples based on CD21/CD24 coexpression opens new opportunities for functional comparisons of human hematopoietic processes with those in mice, rabbits, and other animals. Information obtained from patient samples can now be used to refine animal models to address the clinical questions that are key to improving patient care and improving health.
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